
Independent report: Farm Inspection
and Regulation Review

Updated: We have published the interim report from this review.

The interim report sets out possible new approaches to regulating farming. We
expect that the review will finish by the end of December 2018 and that we
will publish a final report then.

The Secretary of State commissioned a review to identify opportunities to
improve farming-related regulation and enforcement (including farm
inspections). The review will apply only to England. The review began in
March 2018 and is being chaired by Dame Glenys Stacey. She is supported by a
small working group.

The terms of reference set out the scope of the review, and explains how the
review will report.

News story: LLWR chooses new charity
of the year

The LLWR workforce has chosen Give Us A Break 2010 as its new charity of the
year.

The west Cumbrian charity proved a popular winner in a vote from a shortlist
of four worthy local organisations.

Give Us A Break 2010 was formed to improve the quality of life for disabled
children by providing a much needed short break centre in the community.

Cath Giel, LLWR’s Head of Public Affairs, said: “We raised a record £8,000
for our chosen charity last year, Macmillan Cancer Support, and this year we
want to build on the amazing generosity of our people by asking them to help
in kind, as well as in cash.

“We will still be holding fundraising events but we are also keen to
establish a relationship with the organisation and work on joint initiatives
to help them achieve their objectives.

“This might involve offering expert advice or simply bending our backs and
getting involved in some heavy lifting work. There are many possibilities.

“We look forward to chatting to Give Us A Break 2010 to explore the
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opportunities.”

Youngsters with a variety of conditions such as autism, cerebral palsy and
Down syndrome will be eligible to visit the centre to pursue a string of
activities in a safe and stimulating environment, whilst giving families and
carers a much needed rest.

The charity was formed by Dawn Raynor, mum of twins Callan & Ethan, who
suffer with Tuberous Sclerosis, a rare genetic disorder that causes
intractable epilepsy.

Notice: LN8 3JF, Elsham Linc Limited:
environmental permit issued

The Environment Agency publish permits that they issue under the Industrial
Emissions Directive (IED).

This decision includes the permit and decision document for:

Operator name: Elsham Linc Limited
Installation name: North Moor Pig Farm
Permit number: EPR/NP3636FS/V003

News story: A year of hazard reduction

Updated: New brochure added to story and photograph updated

The safe reduction of hazards at Dounreay during the last year is the subject
of the first in a series of new films, featuring members of the team involved
in Scotland’s largest decommissioning project.

Successes including the demolition of a reactor support complex and the start
of fuel removal from Dounreay Fast Reactor are included, along with the
company’s focus on safety, security and environmental compliance and
equality, diversity and inclusion.
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Aiming for Decommissioning Excellence at Dounreay –
Progress in 2017-18
PDF, 1.69MB, 11 pages

This file may not be suitable for users of
assistive technology.
Request an accessible format.
If you use assistive technology (such as a screen reader) and need a
version of this document in a more accessible format, please email
communications@dounreay.com.
Please tell us what format you need. It will help us if you say what
assistive technology you use.
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Innovation

innovation

Press release: EA to allow surface
water management variation at Preston
New Rd

Permission to vary arrangements for the management of surface water drainage
at Cuadrilla’s Preston New Road site in Little Plumpton have today (01 May)
been granted by the Environment Agency.

The decision follows a rigorous assessment of Cuadrilla’s proposals, as well
as all comments submitted during a public consultation.

Cuadrilla is required to remove and process rainwater that falls on its
Preston New Road site and the variation to the permit sets out the conditions
that must be followed in order to manage this process.

Steve Molyneux, environment manager for Lancashire, said:

After completing a thorough assessment of Cuadrilla’s application
and all of the responses to our public consultation, we are
satisfied that the regulatory controls in place provide a high
level of protection for people and the environment.

My team will now enforce the conditions we have set to ensure the
ongoing protection of the local water courses.
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